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Abstract
Generalizing the ideas of Zk-manifolds from Sullivan and the theory of stratifolds from
Kreck, we define Zk-stratifolds. We introduce the bordism theory of Zk-stratifolds in order
to represent every homology class with Zk-coefficients. We present a geometric interpreta-
tion of the Bockstein long exact sequences and the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for
Zk-bordism (k an odd number). We give geometric constructions of the homology classes
H∗(BZp×BZp) (p odd) in terms of Zk-stratifolds. We follow the arguments of [8], adapting
them to Zk-stratifolds, and use the results of [5] on the structure of Ω∗(BZp) as Ω∗-module,
to construct specific stratifolds needed in the constructions.
1 Introduction
Distinct geometric models of homology classes have been proposed, in particular the theory
of stratifolds have been developed by Kreck [11], where the usual techniques of differential
topology are available and is possible to represent homology with Z coefficients as a bordism
theory, stratifold homology, SH∗(X).
Sullivan [17] introduces the concept of Zk-manifold as a special case of manifolds with singu-
larities. These objects appear naturally in the study of index theory (with Zk-coefficients) [18]
and we can consider the generalized homology theory of bordism of Zk-manifolds with continu-
ous maps to X, Ω(X;Zk), which relates to the usual oriented bordism theory by the Bockstein
long exact sequence
· · ·→ Ωn(X) ×k−→ Ωn(X) i−→ Ωn(X;Zk) β−→ Ωn−1(X) ×k−→ · · · ,
Sullivan proves that every Zk-manifold has a fundamental class in homology with
Zk-coefficients, which allows to define a natural transformation
µ∗ : Ω∗(X;Zk)→ H∗(X;Zk)
Generalizing the ideas of Sullivan and Kreck, we define Zk-stratifolds and Zk-stratifolds with
boundary. We prove that every Zk-stratifold has a fundamental class with Zk-coefficients, and
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every Zk-stratifold with boundary has a relative fundamental class with Zk-coefficients. The Zk-
stratifold bordism relation defines a homology theory, the Zk-stratifold homology theory.
This is a homology theory and is related to the stratifold homology by the Bockstein long exact
sequence:
· · ·→ SHn(X) ×k−→ SHn(X) i−→ SHn(X;Zk) β−→ SHn−1(X) ×k−→ · · · ,
Theorem 1.1. There exists an isomorphism between Zk-stratifold homology theory and singular
homology with Zk-coefficients. This isomorphism is valid for all CW-complexes.
We construct the analogue of the other Bockstein long exact sequence
Theorem 1.2. The following sequence is exact:
· · · SHn+1(X;Zk2) SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn(X;Zk) · · · ,×k ik
∼
β ×k
and prove the compatibility of these two long exact sequences.
Theorem 1.3. The Bockstein homomorphisms β,
∼
β in Zk-stratifold homology are related by the
commutative diagram
· · · SHn+1(X) SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn(X) · · ·
· · · SHn+1(X;Zk2) SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn(X;Zk) · · · .
×k β
= pr
×k
×k
∼
β ×k
We apply this machinery to the problem of studying the homology of BZp × BZp.
We organize the paper in the following manner. In section 2 we give a brief introduction to
Zk-manifolds and p-stratifolds. Section 3 introduces the main theorems of this work: we define
Zk-stratifolds and develop the basic theory of these objects. We show that the usual properties
of stratifolds still remain valid. In particular, we prove some basic results in regular values and
separating functions for Zk-stratifolds. After that, we construct the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for
Zk-stratifolds.
After that, we show that the classic Bockstein sequence can be built for this theory in a
very natural way. At the end of the section, we show that bordism of Zk-stratifolds define
a homology theory called Zk-stratifold homology and obtain an isomorphism between this
theory and singular homology with Zk-coefficients.
We impose some conditions to the Zk-stratifolds in order to apply the results of [22] to
give a nice description of the filtration induced by the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for
Zk-bordism.
We identify the coefficients of Z2-bordism with the W introduced by Wall in his calculations
of the oriented cobordism ring. We follow the calculations of the homology done in [8], where
a smooth version of the Baas-Sullivan theory of manifold with singularities is developed and
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applied to the problem of Positive Scalar Curvature. We use stratifolds and Zk-stratifolds to
simplify the presentation and construction of classes and obtain a geometric description of the
homology H∗(BZp × BZp).
In this article, sections 4-9 and section 11 present results from the PhD thesis [26] of the
third author under the supervision of the first author. Sections 10,12 and 13 contain work done
by the three authors, some of that work was done when the third author visited the second
author. We thank the UNAM, Oaxaca for the hospitality and Universidad de los Andes for the
financial support that made this collaboration possible.
2 Zk-Manifolds
The present work mixes the two theories of Zk-manifolds of Sullivan [17] and the theory of
stratifolds of Kreck [11]. We start with some basic facts from Zk-manifolds and we continue
with the theory of stratifolds, where we follow the references [17, 11].
Definition 2.1. A (closed) Zk-manifold consists of
(1) A compact, oriented manifold M with boundary.
(2) A closed, oriented manifold N.
(3) A decomposition ∂M =
⊔k
i=1(∂M)i of the oriented boundary of M into k disjoint oriented
manifolds, and orientation preserving diffeomorphisms θi : N
∼−→ (∂M)i.
The quotient space which results by identifying the points on the boundary using the θi’s, is
denoted by
∼
M , similarly
∼
∂M= N.
Remark 2.2. A closed oriented manifold is thus a Z0 = Z-manifold and every closed manifold
is a Zk-manifold with N = ∅.
Consider the identification space, which results after the gluing in M of the k disjoint boun-
daries with N via the diffeomorphisms θi. The typical example is the Klein bottle with M the
cylinder and N the circle. The second homology group with integer coefficients of the Klein
bottle is zero, but homology with Z2-coefficients is non-zero and the Klein bottle
∼
M has a
fundamental class in H2(
∼
M;Z2) ∼= Z2.
Although the Klein bottle is a nonorientable surface, we can represent it as a Z2-manifold
which is an orientable manifold with boundary, see figure 1. In what follows we define the notion
of a Zk-manifold with boundary.
Definition 2.3. A Zk-manifold with boundary consist of
(1) A compact, (n+ 1)-dimensional, oriented manifold M with boundary.
(2) A compact, n-dimensional, oriented manifold N with boundary.
3
Figure 1: The Klien bottle as a Z2-manifold.
(3) k disjoint orientation preserving embeddings θi : N ↪→ ∂M.
The quotient space which results by identifying the points on the boundary using the θi’s, is
denoted by
∼
M.
The boundary of the Zk-manifold is formed from ∂M− int
(∪ki=1θi(N)) by collapsing the k
copies of ∂N. We illustrate an example in Figure 2.
Figure 2: The quotient of a Z2-manifold with boundary.
3 Stratifolds
Stratifolds are a generalization of smooth manifolds. They are topological spaces with a sheaf
of functions similar to the sheaf of smooth functions on a manifold. These functions divide
the topological space into strata and every strata will be a smooth manifold. In addition to
stratifolds, we can talk about stratifolds with boundary. With these objects we can build a
homology theory SH∗(·) which is isomorphic to H∗(·;Z) ([11], pag 185).
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In this work we consider some special stratifolds called p-stratifolds, for which we give a
definition below. The references we follow are [22] and [23].
The construction of a p-stratifolds is done inductively and in each stage we take a specific
set of what we call “smooth” functions of the stratifold. We start with a discrete set of points
X0 and we define smooth functions over X0 as functions to the R numbers.
Suppose we have defined Xk−1 with a fixed smooth set of functions and now we define the
smooth functions on Xk. Take Wk an n-dimensional, compact smooth manifold with boundary
and a collar c. We need that fk is a function fk : ∂W → Xk−1 such that the composition of fk
with any smooth function in Xk−1 is smooth.
Set Xk = Xk−1∪fkW and we say g : Xk → R is a smooth function in Xk if g|Xk−1 is smooth in
Xk−1 and g|W is smooth in W. Moreover, there exists a number δ > 0 with g(c(x, t)) = g(fk(x))
for all x ∈ ∂Wk and t < δ. We call S an n-dimensional p-stratifold if S = Xn.
For a general stratifold the different strata are defined by the dimension of the corresponding
tangent spaces ([11], pag 15). The ”i-th stratum” of a p-stratifold is the set of points
◦
Wi . We
will denote it by Si.
It is possible the i-th stratum is empty (i.e hence we do not attach any manifold at the stage
i). By definition, the (n − 1)-skeleton
∑n−1 of S is ∑n−1 := ∪i≤(n−1)Si = Xn−1. This skeleton
is the singular part of the p-stratifold. Thus if S is a n-dimensional p-stratifold and
∑n−1 = ∅,
then S is a smooth manifold.
We have also the notion of an n-dimensional p-stratifold with boundary (T, S). Indeed, T is
again built inductively and his boundary S is a (n−1)-dimensional p-stratifold without boundary
([23], pag 14). Similar as in manifolds with boundary, a p-stratifold (T, S) with boundary comes
with a collar c and this collar is part of the structure for (T, S).
For two p-stratifolds with boundary (T, S) and (T1, S1) and f : S → S1 an isomorphism of
stratifolds there is a well defined stratifold structure for the gluing T ∪f T1 ([11], pag 36)
We say that S is oriented if the top stratum Sn is an oriented manifold and the stratum
Sn−1 is empty.
A p-stratifold is regular if for each x ∈ Si there is an open neighborhood U of x in S, a
stratifold F with F0 a single point pt, an open subset V of Si, and an isomorphism φ : V×F→ U,
whose restriction to V × pt is the projection ([23], pag 11).
For a topological space X and n ≥ 0, we define SHn(X) to be the classes of maps from
n-dimensional compact, oriented, regular p-stratifolds to X under the bordism relation.
The previous notions of oriented and regular stratifolds is important in order to construct
a non-trivial theory. Specifically, if we allow singular points of any dimension in the bordisms,
then every stratifold is the boundary of another one.
The regularity condition is imposed in order to generalize the basic tools of smooth manifolds
and smooth maps. For example to obtain Sard’s theorem for regular stratifolds ([11], proposition
2.6). And that for f : S→ R a smooth map from a compact, n-dimensional oriented p-stratifold,
and c ∈ R a regular value, then f−1(c) is a compact oriented (n − 1)-dimensional p-stratifold
([11], proposition 2.7 and [23], pag 12)
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In ([11], CH, 9) the author defines a homology theory as a functor between the category
of topological spaces and abelian groups which is invariant up to homotopy and comes with a
Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence.
Finally, a result from ([23], lemma 3.12) states the following.
Theorem 3.1. The functor SH∗ defines a homology theory. Moreover, there exists a natural
transformation Φ, from SH∗(·) to singular homology H∗(·;Z), where Φ is an isomorphism for
all CW complexes.
Note that for this to be true we need that SHn({∗}) = 0, for n ≥ 1. Thus if we have S
a compact oriented n-dimensional p-stratifold, then there should exists T a compact oriented
(n + 1)-dimensional p-stratifold with boundary S. More precisely, we can take T = C(S), the
cone over S, which is compact and oriented. But for n = 0 it is not an allowed bordism, because
C(S) is not oriented. (codimension 1 strata is not empty).
Finally, in order to orient the boundary of a stratifold with boundary W, we follow the
convention in [11] pag 79.
4 Zk-Stratifold homology
We now extend theory of Zk-manifolds from Sullivan [17] and the theory of stratifolds from
Kreck [11].
5 Definition of Zk-stratifold homology
Definition 5.1. A (closed) n-dimensional Zk-stratifold consists of
(1) A compact, n-dimensional, oriented and regular p-stratifold with boundary T .
(2) A compact, n− 1-dimensional, oriented and regular p-stratifold without boundary S.
(3) A decomposition ∂T =
⊔k
i=1(∂T)i of the oriented boundary of T into k disjoint oriented
stratifolds, and orientation preserving isomorphisms θi : S −→ (∂T)i between these strati-
folds (∂T)i and S.
The quotient space which results by identifying the points on the boundary using the θi’s, is
denoted by
∼
T .
In the figure 3, we give the picture for a Z3-stratifold. Here ∂T = S1 unionsq S1 unionsq S1 and S = S1.
Example 5.2. A compact, oriented and regular p-stratifold without boundary is a Zk-stratifold
with S = ∅.
Example 5.3. A Zk-manifold is and example of a Zk-stratifold.
Example 5.4. A 0-dimensional Zk-stratifold is a finite set of points with orientations.
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Figure 3: A closed Z3-stratifold. Here ∂T = S1 unionsq S1 unionsq S1 unionsq S1 and S = S1.
Definition 5.5. A (n+ 1)-dimensional Zk-stratifold with boundary consists of
(1) A compact, (n+ 1)-dimensional, oriented and regular p-stratifold with boundary M.
(2) A compact, n-dimensional, oriented and regular p-stratifold with boundary N.
(3) k disjoint orientation preserving embeddings ψi : N ↪→ ∂M.
(4) A closed n-dimensional Zk-stratifold T (with θi and S as in definition 5.1).
such that ∂M = (
⊔k
i=1ψi(N)) ∪ T and ψi(N) ∩ T = θi(S). The quotient space which results
identifying the points on the boundary using the ψi’s is denoted by
∼
M.
Definition 5.6. We say the Zk-boundary of M is T .
The boundary of the stratifold M has an orientation, hence, in the intersection T ∩Ni the
stratifolds T and Ni have opposite orientations.
In the figure 4, we give a picture of the Zk-boundary. Here, M = D3, N = D2 and T are the
pair of pants. If we glue 3-copies of N to T , then we obtain S2, the boundary of D3.
Remark 5.7. The boundary of a Zk-stratifold with boundary has a structure of Zk-stratifold
without boundary.
Example 5.8. A Zk-manifold with boundary is an example of a Zk-stratifold with boundary.
Proposition 5.9. If (T, S) is a (closed) Zk-stratifold, then (after straightening the angle [11])
(T × I, S× I) is a Zk-stratifold with boundary T × {0, 1}.
Proof. Let f : ∂W → T i be the attaching map for the stratifold T in the i-stage. Taking the
product with the identity, we get the attaching map for T × I in the i-stage, and it has the form
f× id : ∂W × I→ T i × I. The manifold W × I has a differentiable structure (after straightening
the angle [11]) and
∂(W × I) = (∂W)× I ∪∂W × {0, 1} .
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=Figure 4: The Zk boundary N is the disk D2, M = D3 and ∂M = S2.
Therefore, the product T × I is a stratifold with boundary and we have:
∂(T × I) = ((∂T)× I) ∪∂ (T × {0, 1}) ,
(∂T)× I = unionsqni=1(∂T)i × I
so (∂T)× I is k copies of a stratifold with boundary.
The main purpose of this part is to create a homology theory with Zk-coefficients, for which
we need to give the following definition.
Definition 5.10. Given a topological space X, a singular n-dimensional Zk-stratifold in X
consists of a pair (T, f), with T a Zk-stratifold of dimension n and f : T → X a continuous map
with f ◦ θi = f ◦ θj (θi as in definition 5.1).
In the next definition, we introduce the notion of Zk-bordism for Zk-stratifolds.
Definition 5.11. Let f : T → X a singular n-dimensional Zk-stratifold in X, we say that f is
Zk-bordant if we have the following:
• There is an (n+1)-dimensional Zk-stratifold with boundaryM, such that the Zk-boundary
is T .
• There is a continuous function F :M→ X, with F |T = f.
• F ◦ψi = F ◦ψj for each i, j ∈ Zk.
We call (M,F) a Zk-stratifold bordism for (T, f).
Definition 5.12. For two singular Zk-stratifolds in X, denoted by (T1, f1) and (T2, f2), their
sum is defined as
(T1, f1) + (T2, f2) = (T1 unionsqT2, f1 unionsq f2) ,
where unionsq is disjoint union.
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As usual, we understand by −T the Zk-stratifold T with the opposite orientation. In other
words, we just change the orientation of the pair (T, S) in the definition 5.1.
Definition 5.13. (Zk-stratifold bordism relation) We say (T1, f1) is a stratifold Zk-bordant
to (T2, f2) if and only if (T1, f1) + (-T2, f2) is Zk-bordant. We denote this equivalence relation
by
(T1, f1) v (T2, f2) .
Proposition 5.14. The Zk-stratifold bordism relation is an equivalence relation.
Proof. X (Reflexivity) Let (T, f) be a Zk-stratifold in X, there is only one possible choice,
which is (T× I, S× I) and F = f(pi1) (see 5.9) with
∂(T× I) = (∂T× I) ∪ (T× {0} ∪−T× {1}) ,
(∂T× I) = unionsqki=1(S× I).
This shows that (T, f) v (T, f).
X (Transitivity) For (T1, f1) v (T2, f2) and (T2, f2) v (T3, f3) there exist Zk-stratifold bor-
disms M1,M2 such that:
∂M1 = (unionsqki=1N1i ) ∪ (T1 unionsq−T2) ,
∂M2 = (unionsqki=1N2i ) ∪ (T2 unionsq−T3) .
We can glue M1 with M2 along the boundary T2 ([11], pag 192) and hence we obtain a
Zk-stratifold bordism for (T1, f1) unionsq (−T3, f3).
X (Symmetry) It is clear.
As a conclusion, we have constructed an abelian group given by the classes of Zk-stratifolds
up to the Zk-stratifold bordism relation. We refer to this group in degree n by SHn(X;Zk), and
the class of the singular Zk-stratifold is denoted by [(T, f)].
Proposition 5.15. The sum of singular n-dimensional Zk-stratifolds (T, f) induces a group
structure in SHn(X;Zk).
Remark 5.16. We have a well defined homomorphism
i∗ : SHn(X)→ SHn(X;Zk)
In particular, if [(T, f)] = 0 in SHn(X) then [(T, f)] = 0 in SHn(X;Zk).
The objective of our Zk-stratifold bordism relation is to get a representation of singular
homology with Zk-coefficients. The next result shows a necessary condition for this:
Proposition 5.17. For (T, f) an n-dimensional, singular Zk-stratifold in X, we obtain the equa-
tion
k[(T, f)] = 0 ∈ SHn(X;Zk) .
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Proof. Take (T, f) a singular Zk-stratifold in X and consider the disjoint union
(T^ , f^) =
n⊔
i=1
(Ti, fi) ,
where every Ti is the original T . Therefore, we can consider the Zk-stratifold bordism (M,N),
given by
M = T^ × I
N = (−T × {1}) ∪∂ (∂T × I)
and the map is to X is the composition F = f ◦ pi1 with pi1 the projection in the first variable.
This shows the desired result.
Any compact oriented stratifold bounds its cone, and hence the groups SHn({∗}) are trivial
for n ≥ 1. For n = 0 we can not construct the cone for an oriented stratifold since the definition
does not allow strata of dimension 1. Thus the group SH0({∗}) is isomorphic to the usual oriented
bordism group in dimension zero and as a consequence this group is the integers. This motivate
to prove the following result for our work.
Proposition 5.18. For the Zk-stratifold bordism group we have SHn({∗};Zk) is trivial for n ≥ 1
and SH0({∗};Zk) = Zk.
Proof. Let T be a closed n-dimensional Zk-stratifold. First, we suppose that n ≥ 2 and hence
the dimension of the stratifold (∂T)1 is at least 1. Thus there exists a compact, oriented, regular
p-stratifold N whose boundary is (∂T)1 (i.e., ∂N = (∂T)1). In general we can take just the cone
of (∂T)1 for constructing the p-stratifold N. As a consequence, we can use k-copies of N in order
to get the stratifold (unionsqni=1N)∪T with empty boundary. Again we can use the cone’s construction
and we obtain a p-stratifold M whose boundary is (unionsqni=1N)∪ T . Thus M is a Zk-stratifold with
boundary and the Zk-boundary is T .
Now for n = 1, we take the double copy of T gluing along the boundary and this stratifold is
again the boundary of another compact, oriented, regular p-stratifold.
Finally, we know that ({∗}, id) is a generator for SH0(X;Zk) and by the previous proposition
has order k, giving a surjective homomorphism Zk → SH0(X;Zk). And since a Zk-bordism of
dimension 1 is a manifold with boundary (union of circles and intervals) where we have k copies
of a fixed 0-dimensional set, we can see that this map is also injective.
Definition 5.19. A continuous map g : X −→ Y defines a morphism between the Zk-stratifold
bordism groups by
g∗ : SHn(X;Zk) −→ SHn(Y;Zk)
[(T, f)] −→ [(T, gf)] .
Similar as when we proved reflexivity in 5.14, T × I is a Zk-stratifold with boundary, and we
have the following result.
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Proposition 5.20. If g0 and g1 are homotopic maps from X to Y, then
(g0)∗ = (g1)∗ : SHn(X;Zk) −→ SHn(Y;Zk) .
Proof. There is a homotopy g : X× I −→ Y between g0 and g1. Take [(T, f)] ∈ SHn(X;Zk), and
hence (T × [0, 1], g(f× id)) is a Zk-stratifold bordism between (g0)∗([T, f]) and (g1)∗([T, f]).
The next result is an easy consequence of the definition
Proposition 5.21. If g : X −→ Y and h : Y −→ Z then
(h ◦ g)∗ = h∗ ◦ g∗
(id)∗ = id
In addition, g∗ is a group homomorphism.
6 Regular Values
Kreck [11] shows that the theory of regular values extends to stratifolds. A significant result
in this setting is Sard’s theorem which tells us that the set of critical values for a smooth
function has Lebesgue measure zero. These results are used to prove the Mayer-Vietoris axiom
for stratifold homology. The aim of this section is to show that under certain modifications the
theory of regular values also holds for Zk-stratifolds.
6.1 Regular values of Zk-stratifolds
The smooth maps and their regular values for Zk-stratifolds are defined as follows.
Definition 6.1. Let T be a Zk-stratifold, we say that g :
∼
T −→ R is a smooth map if
g1 = g ◦ pr : T → R
is a smooth map, where pr is the quotient map from the stratifold T to the
∼
T (see definition 5.1)
The last definition allows us to extend the definitions of regular points and regular values
for Zk-stratifolds and smooth maps. We will prove that the usual results for regular points and
regular values hold for Zk-stratifolds.
Definition 6.2. A point c ∈ R is called a regular value for g if c is a regular value for
g1 (recall g1 = g(pr)). A point x ∈
∼
T is called a regular point for g if for every x0 with
x = pr(x0), we have x0 is a regular point for g1.
To prove Sard’s theorem for stratifolds we need to impose a condition of regularity as in
proposition 4.3 from [11]. This proposition shows that the set of regular values for a smooth
map is open and dense in R and also, the set of regular points is open in S.
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Lemma 6.3. Let g : T → R a smooth function from a compact, regular stratifold with boundary
to the real numbers R. The set of regular values for g is open and dense.
Proof. Let A0, A1 be sets of regular points for g|◦
T
and g|∂T . These sets are open in
◦
T and ∂T .
Since g commutes with a collar, the set of regular points for g is A0 ∪ (A1 × [0, )) and in
addition, it is an open set in the domain of g. For this reason, the set of non-regular points for
T is closed and compact. Their image by g is compact and with complement open. Moreover,
it is the set of regular values for g. Finally, the set of regular values for g|◦
T
and g|∂T are dense
and open in R. Since R is a Baire space, hence the set of regular values for g is dense.
The previous result has as consequence the same properties for regular values and regular
points for smooth maps of Zk-stratifolds.
Corollary 6.4. Let g :
∼
T → R be a smooth map from a Zk-stratifold to R. The set of regular
points for
∼
T is an open subset and the set of regular values is open and dense in R.
An amazing property of a regular value c ∈ R for a smooth map g :Mn → R is the following:
g−1(c) is a (n− 1) smooth manifold .
The proof of this fact can be found in page 21 from [9], for example. We have the same result
for Zk-stratifolds.
Proposition 6.5. For g :
∼
T −→ R a smooth map from an n-dimensional Zk-stratifold ∼T to R
and c ∈ R a regular value for g, the pre-image g−1(c) is an (n− 1)-dimensional Zk-stratifold.
Proof. For the Zk stratifold
∼
T we can consider the associated stratifold with boundary T and
the function g1 : T → R. The pre-image g−11 (c) is a regular stratifold with boundary equal to
∂(T) ∩ g−1(c) ([11], pag 38, 44). The structure of Zk-stratifold of T induces a Zk structure on
g−1(c) with
∂g−1(c) =
k⊔
i=1
(∂T)i ∩ g−1(c) .
Finally, the restriction of θi implies that the boundary is given by k-copies of the same p-
stratifold and moreover, g−11 (c) has a structure of p-stratifold. In the Figure 5 we illustrate this
procedure.
The following property is fundamental for defining the boundary operator of the Mayer-
Vietoris sequence for stratifolds: whenever we have disjoint A and B closed and non-empty
subsets in an n-dimensional stratifold S, there is an (n − 1)-dimensional stratifold S1 with
S1 ⊂ S − (A ∪ B). In other words, we find an (n − 1)-dimensional stratifold which separates A
and B ([11], pag 29).
The next lemma allows us to get the same result for Zk-stratifolds.
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Figure 5: The purple line represents f−1(c).
Lemma 6.6. For T a compact, n-dimensional stratifold with boundary and A,B disjoint closed
non-empty subsets of T , there exist a smooth function g : T −→ R with A ⊂ g−1(−1), B ⊂ g−1(1),
and an (n− 1)-dimensional stratifold with boundary which separates A and B.
Proof. Set the following A0 = A ∩ (∂T)× [0, ) and B0 = B ∩ (∂T)× [0, ). The spaces T, ∂T are
paracompact spaces and hence, they are normal. Thus we can find closed subsets C0, D0 ⊂ ∂T
such that A0 ⊂ int(C0) and B0 ⊂ int(D0). Using that T is compact, we can find 0 > 0 such
that
A ∩ (∂T × [0, 0)) ⊂ C0 × [0, 0), and
B ∩ (∂T × [0, 0)) ⊂ B0 × [0, 0) .
Assume we can find a number 0 with this property, then we can construct a sequence (xn, 1/n) ∈
(∂T × (1/n))∩A such that xn ∈ (C0)c ⊂ (int(C0))c. Similarly, T is compact and we can suppose
that lim(xn, 1/n) = (x, 0). However, we have (x, 0) ∈ A and (x, 0) ∈ (int(C0))c since they are
closed, which is a contradiction.
Finally, we can find g1 : ∂T −→ R a function that separates A0, B0 in ∂T , and g2 : ◦T −→ R
that separates A∩ ◦T, B∩
◦
T . Moreover, we can extend g1 to the set ∂T × [0, 0) in a obvious way.
Now, we take a partition of unity {ρi : T → R} subordinate to the open cover ∂T × [0, 0),
(∂T × [0, 0/2))c and the function
g(x) =
∑
I1
ρi1(x)g1(x) +
∑
I2
ρi2(x)g2(x)
where i1 ∈ I1 if suppρi ⊂ ∂T1 × [0, 0), and i2 ∈ I2 if suppρi ⊂ ∂T1 × [0, 0/2))c. Finally, if
you take a regular value c ∈ (−1, 1) and the stratifold with boundary g−1(c), then we get the
desired result.
Remark 6.7. The proof from the last lemma implies the following:
• For A,B disjoint, closed subsets in a stratifold with boundary and a smooth map g : ∂T →
R which separates ∂T ∩A and ∂T ∩B, there exists g1 : T −→ R extending g, that separates
A,B and commutes with the collar in an open subset of the boundary.
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Lemma 6.9 applies to stratifolds with boundary. In our case, we are working with smooth
functions in Zk-stratifolds, or equivalent smooth maps which are Zk-equivariant in the border.
Thus we can use these results in order to state the following for Zk-stratifolds.
Corollary 6.8. For
∼
T an n-dimensional Zk-stratifold (with Zk-boundary) and A,B disjoint
closed non-empty subsets of
∼
T . We can find f :
∼
T −→ R a smooth map, such that A ⊂ f−1(−1),
B ⊂ f−1(1), and an (n− 1)-dimensional Zk-stratifold (with Zk-boundary) which separates A and
B.
We present the following result for manifolds with boundary and use this to achieve the same
result for p-stratifolds.
Lemma 6.9. For a smooth map g : Mn → R from a manifold with boundary, we get the
preimage g−1(−∞, c] is a manifold with boundary, and the boundary has the form
(g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ∂M) ∪(g−1(c)∩∂M) g−1(c) .
where the union is taken over g−1(c)∩∂M (i,e the intersection of (g−1(−∞, c]∩∂M) and g−1(c)).
In addition, if M is oriented, then g−1(−∞, c] is oriented.
In our definitions, we use p-stratifolds instead of the most general concept of stratifold. The
following pair of lemmas consist of a generalization of the previous lemma but in the context of
p-stratifold and Zk-stratifolds (Proposition 6.11).
Proposition 6.10. For g : S → R a smooth map from an oriented n-dimensional p-stratifold
with c ∈ R a regular value for g. The set g−1(−∞, c] is an oriented n-dimensional p-stratifold
with boundary and the boundary is g−1(c).
Proof. Consider fi+1 : ∂Wi+1 → Si the attaching map which defines the (i + 1)-stratum for S.
By the hypothesis, we see that the skeleta
∑i := ⋃j≤i Sj and Si are exactly the same set. Thus
Si is closed in S and it has the structure of a p-stratifold.
The Proposition 2.5 from [11] implies that g|Si is a smooth map from S
i to R. Since fi+1
is a morphism from the stratifold Wi+1 to S
i, then the composition (g|Si)(fi+1) : ∂Wi+1 → R
is smooth and c is a regular value. The algebra which gives the smooth structure is denoted
by C(Si+1), hence we can consider g|Wi+1 : Wi+1 → R a smooth function from a manifold with
boundary to R. Moreover, c is a regular value of g|Wi+1 .
The Lemma 6.9 implies that (g|Wi+1)
−1(−∞, c] is a smooth manifold with boundary and the
boundary is
(g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ∂Wi+1) ∪∩ (g−1(c) ∩Wi+1) . (1)
Now, we use the lemma 3.7 in [23] and set the following
∂− := g
−1(c) ∩Wi+1 ,
∂+ := g
−1(−∞, c] ∩ ∂Wi+1, and
∂− ∩ ∂+ = g−1(c) ∩ ∂Wi+1
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As a result, g−1(−∞, c] is a stratifold with boundary and the boundary is g−1(c).
Finally, if the top stratum is oriented, then the manifold from (1) is oriented. This ends the
proof.
Proposition 6.11. For a smooth map g :
∼
T → R from a closed n-dimensional Zk-stratifold
and c ∈ R a regular value for g, the set g−1(∞, c] is a Zk-stratifold with boundary and the
Zk-boundary is g−1(c).
Proof. Consider the smooth map g1 : T → R from the stratifold with boundary T to the real
numbers. From the previous result, we know ((g)−1(−∞, c]∩ ∂T) and ((g)−1(−∞, c]∩ ◦T) are p-
stratifolds of dimension (n+1) and n respectively. Moreover, the boundaries of these stratifolds
are g−11 (c) ∩ ∂T and (g1)−1(c) ∩
◦
T .
Also, we have f−1(c) is a n-dimensional, regular p-stratifold whose boundary is f−1(c)∩∂M.
Since the stratifolds g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ∂T and g−1(c) have the same boundary, then we can glue
them together along the boundary ([11], pag 192) in order to obtain the oriented p-stratifold
without boundary
(g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ∂T) ∪∂ (g−1(c)) .
So, we can write
g−1(−∞, c] = (g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ◦T) ∪ (g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ∂T) ∪∂ (g−1(c)) ,
◦
(g−1(−∞, c]) = (g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ◦T) ,
∂(g−1(−∞, c]) = (g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ∂T) ∪∂ (g−1(c)) .
As a consequence, the set g−1(−∞, c] has the structure of a p-stratifold with boundary.
Finally, we give a Zk-stratifold structure to the boundary of the last stratifold. This structure
comes from the Zk-stratifold structure
g−1(−∞, c] ∩ ∂T = k⊔
i=1
g−1(−∞, c] ∩ (∂T)i .
Therefore, the stratifold ∂(g−1(−∞, c]) is a stratifold plus k-copies of the same stratifold
g−1(−∞, c] ∩ (∂T)i. By the definition of Zk-stratifold with boundary (5.5), we conclude g−1(c)
is the Zk-boundary of g−1(−∞, c]. We can observe in Figure 6 a representation of g−1(−∞, c].
7 Mayer-Vietoris Sequence
We will construct the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for Zk-stratifolds using the results of the previous
section about regular values.
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Figure 6: The purple area represents the set g−1(−∞, c].
7.1 The boundary operator
The first step for showing the Mayer-Vietoris property for Zk-stratifolds, is to define the bound-
ary operator
∂ : SHn(A ∪ B;Zk)→ SHn(A ∩ B;Zk) .
The idea is simple, but not obvious. Briefly, an element in SHn(A ∪ B;Zk) is represented by a
class [(T, f)] where f is a map from an n-dimensional Zk-stratifold to X. We separate the sets
(intf−1(A))c and (intf−1(B))c using a smooth map g an a regular value c to get a (n − 1)-
dimensional Zk-stratifold T∂. By definition T∂ ⊂ f−1(A ∩ B), which is used to defined
∂[(T, f)] := [(T∂, f|T∂)] .
Figure 7: Representation of the boundary operator.
In the following paragraphs we show this is the correct way to get the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
for Zk-stratifolds.
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Let [(T, f)] be an element from SHn(A ∪ B;Zk). The Mayer Vietoris sequence assigns an
element in SHn−1(A ∪ B;Zk). We can separate f−1(Ac), f−1(Bc) using a function as constructed
before in 6.8. Thus we consider a regular value c ∈ (−1, 1) and ρ−1(c) is a Zk-stratifold. As a
consequence, f(ρ−1(c)) ⊂ A ∩ B, and we define ∂([T, f]) = [ρ−1(c), f|ρ−1(c)].
At this point all looks good. But, how can be shown that ∂ is well defined?. If [(T, f)] = 0,
then T is the Zk-boundary of a stratifoldM (5.5). Intuitively, we want to extend f to F :M −→ R
and we take F−1(c) as a Zk-stratifold bordism for f−1(c). But, is c a regular value for F?
We are not sure c is a regular value for F, but the set of regular is dense, and we can take a
close regular value for c in order to show that ∂([T, f]) = 0.
Definition 7.1. (Boundary operator) For [(T, f)] an element in SHn(A ∪ B;Zk), and ρ : T → R
a smooth separating function for f−1(Ac), f−1(Bc). Let c ∈ (−1, 1) be a regular value for f, and
consider the Zk-stratifold ρ−1(c). We define
∂[T, f] = [ρ−1(c), f|ρ−1(c)]
Proposition 7.2. The boundary operator ∂ is well defined.
Proof. For the class [(T, f)] ∈ SHn(A ∪ B;Zk) representing the zero element, we show that
∂([T, f]) = 0 ∈ SHn−1(A ∩ B;Zk).
Thus we list what we have:
• A singular n-dimensional Zk-stratifold (T, f).
• A Zk-stratifold bordism (M,F) for (T, f), where ∂M = (
⊔k
i=1Ni) ∪ T .
• A singular map (T, ρ) which separate f−1(Ac) and f−1(Bc), where c ∈ (−1, 1) is a regular
value.
We will use the remark 6.7 several times in order to extend ρ for M:
• Using 6.7 for ρ|∂N1 , we can extend ρ|∂N1 to N1. With this extension and the fact that F is
Zk-equivariant in
⊔k
i=1Ni, we can extent ρ to ∂M and this separates F
−1(Ac) ∩ ∂M and
F−1(Bc) ∩ ∂M. The last map is Zk-equivariant in
⊔k
i=1Ni, and we write this separating
function by ρ∂M.
• Using again 6.7 for ρ∂M, we can extend ρ∂M to M. This map commutes with the collar
of M, and separates F−1(Ac) and F−1(Bc), moreover it is Zk-equivariant in
⊔k
i=1Ni. We
write this last map by ρM.
In order to assure that c is a regular value for ρM, we use that the set of regular values for
ρM is open and dense. Thus we choose c1 a regular value for ρM and ρ such that c1 is close to
c.
Therefore, ρ−1(c1) is a Zk-stratifold and ρ−1M (c1) is a Zk-stratifold with boundary, with bound-
ary ρ−1(c1).
0 = [(ρ−1(c1), f|ρ−1(c1))] ∈ SHn−1(A ∪ B;Zk) .
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Finally, since ρ−1([c1, c]) is a Zk-stratifold bordism for ([ρ−1(c1), f|ρ−1(c1)]) and
([ρ−1(c), f|ρ−1(c)]), then we have
0 = [(ρ−1(c), f|ρ−1(c))] ∈ SHn−1(A ∩ B;Zk) .
Remark 7.3. Consider for example [(T0, f0)] = [(T1, f1)] ∈ SHn(A ∪ B;Zk).
We can take ρ0 a separating map for f
−1
0 (A
c) and f−10 (B
c) with regular value c0. Also, we
can take a different map ρ1 which separate f
−1
1 (A
c) and f−11 (B
c) with regular value c1.
As a result, from the previous theorem we have
∂([T0, f0]) = ∂([T1, f1]) ∈ SHn−1(A ∩ B;Zk) .
For proving this we can take ρ as follows
ρ0 unionsq (ρ1 − (c1 − c0)) : T0 unionsq−T1 −→ R ,
and we show that
[(ρ−1c0 , f|ρ−1c0
)] = [(ρ−1c1 , f|ρ−1c1
)] .
7.2 The Mayer-Vietoris sequence
For sets U ⊆ V we denote by i(U,V) the inclusion i : U −→ V .
Theorem 7.4. For open subsets A,B in X. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence
· · · ∂−→ SHn(A ∩ B;Zk) −→ SHn(A;Zk)⊕ SHn(B;Zk) −→ SHn(A ∪ B;Zk)
∂−→ SHn−1(A ∩ B;Zk) −→ · · ·
is exact. The homomorphisms SHn(A ∩ B;Zk) −→ SHn(A;Zk) ⊕ SHn(B;Zk) are defined by
(i(A∩B,A)∗, i(A∩B,B)∗) and SHn(A;Zk)⊕ SHn(B;Zk) −→ SHn(A ∪ B;Zk) by i(A,A∪B)∗ − i(A,A∪B)∗ .
Proof. Now we show the exactness of
SHn(A ∩ B;Zk) −→ SHn(A;Zk)⊕ SHn(B;Zk) −→ SHn(A ∪ B;Zk) .
It is clear from the definition that the composition of the homomorphisms is zero. Take
[(TA, fA)] ∈ SHn(A;Zk) and [(TB, fB)] ∈ SHn(B;Zk) such that
i(A∩B,A)∗[(TA, fA)] = i(A∩B,B)∗[(TB, fB)].
As a consequence, there exists F : T → A∪B a Zk-stratifold bordism for [(TA, fA)] and [(TB, fB)].
Lemma 6.6 and Corollary 6.8 are used to get a smooth separating function ρ : T → R for
A1 = F
−1(Bc) ∪ TA and B1 = F−1(Ac) ∪ TB with c a regular value.
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The natural Zk-bordism for [(TA, fA)] and [ρ−1(c), F|ρ−1(c)] is ρ−1(−∞, c]. We have
∂ρ−1(−∞, c] = ρ−1(−∞, c] ∩ TA) ∪D ρ−1(c)
= (TA unionsq ρ−1(c)) ∪ (unionsqni=1Ni ∩ ρ−1(−∞, c]) ,
where D = TA ∩ ρ−1(c). This shows
[(TA, fA)] = [ρ
−1(c), F|ρ−1(c)] ∈ SHn(A ∩ B;Zk) .
Finally, we obtain the equality [ρ−1(c), F|ρ−1(c)] = [(TV , fV)] since ρ
−1[0,∞) is a Zk-stratifold
bordism for [(TV , fV)] and [ρ
−1(0), F|ρ−1(0)].
Now we show the exactness of
SHn(A ∪ B;Zk) ∂−→ SHn−1(A ∩ B;Zk) −→ SHn−1(A;Zk)⊕ SHn−1(B;Zk) .
We prove that the composition of the two maps is zero. We take [(T, f)] ∈ SHn(U ∪ V ;Zk)
and ρ : T → R a function for the boundary operator ∂. Similar as in the previous proof, we take
the stratifold with boundary ρ−1[c,∞) and we have
∂(ρ−1(−∞, c]) = unionsqki=1(ρ−1[c,∞)) ∩ (∂T)i) ∪ ρ−1(c) .
Therefore, (ρ−1[c,∞), f|ρ−1[c,∞)) is a Zk-bordism for (ρ−1(c), f|ρ−1(c). This shows the composition
of the maps is zero.
For the other inclusion, we take [(TA∩B, fA∩B)] ∈ SHn−1(A ∩ B;Zk), where
i(A∩B,A)∗[(TA∩B, fA∩B)] = 0 ,
i(A∩B,B)∗[(TA∪B, fA∩B)] = 0 .
Let (TA, fA), (TB, B) be Zk-stratifolds bordism of the previous maps. By definition (5.5), we get
∂TA = (
k⊔
i=1
NAi ) ∪ TA∩B ,
∂TB = (
k⊔
i=1
NBi ) ∪ TA∩B .
We can glue this couple of stratifolds along TA∩B ([11], pag 194) and get
fA∪B : (TA ∪TA∩B TA)→ A ∪ B
Like this stratifold has a neighborhood of the form TA∩B×(−, )), we can get ρ : (TA∪TA∩BTB)→
R such that in the this set ρ is the projection on the second factor.
Finally, we check the exactness in
SHn(A;Zk)⊕ SHn(B;Zk) −→ SHn(A ∪ B;Zk) ∂−→ SHn−1(A ∩ B;Zk) .
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We take [(TA, fA)] ∈ SHn(A;Zk) and i(A∩B,A)∗[(TA, fA)] ∈ SHn(A ∪ B;Zk). If we consider a
separating function ρ, then ρ−1[c,∞) ⊂ A ∩ B and it is a Zk-bordism for ρ−1(c). Thus the
composition of the maps is zero.
Now we take [(TA∪B, fA∪B)] ∈ SHn(A ∪ B;Zk) and we suppose that
∂[(TA∪B, fA∪B)] = [ρ−1(c), f|ρ−1 ] = 0 ∈ SHn−1(A ∩ B;Zk) .
Let (TA∩B, fA∩B) be a Zk-bordism in A∩B for [ρ−1(c), f|ρ−1 ]. We need to construct an element
in [TA, fA] ∈ SHn(A;Zk) and other element [TB, fB]SHn(B;Zk) such that
[TB, fB] − [TA, fA] = [(TA∪B, fA∪B)] .
For this, we can glue ρ−1((−∞, c]), TA∩B and ρ−1([c,∞]), TA∩B, respectively, along ρ−1(c) to
obtain
[(ρ−1(−∞, c] ∪ρ−1(c) TA∩B, f1A)] ∈ SHn(A;Zk) ,
[(TA∩B ∪ρ−1(c) (ρ−1[c,∞), f1B)] ∈ SHn(B;Zk) .
Finally, we sum the previous pair of functions and the Zk-bordism for [(TA∪B, fA∪B)] to get
the boundary of
(ρ−1(−∞, c] ∪ρ−1(c) TA∩B)× [0, 1]) unionsqTA∩B×{1} (ρ−1[c,∞) ∪ρ−1(c) TA∩B)× [1, 2]) .
With this result, proposition 5.20 and proposition 5.21, we have a homology theory ([11],
pag 93)
Theorem 7.5. The Zk-stratifold bordism relation defines a homology theory. We call this ho-
mology theory: The Zk-stratifold homology theory.
8 The Bockstein Sequence
In this section we construct the Bockstein sequence for our Zk-stratifold homology theory which
relates the p-stratifold homology theory and Zk-stratifold homology.
The Bockstein homomorphism in bordism theory for Zk-stratifolds has a very natural defi-
nition. For this, we consider a couple homomorphisms:
• The natural map i : SHn(X)→ SHn(X;Zk)
• The Bockstein homomorphism
β : SHn(X;Zk)→ SHn−1(X)
[T, f]→ [S, f ◦ θi]
Where θi is part of the definition of Zk-stratifold 5.1 (3).
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It is easy to prove these homomorphisms are well defined. For example, if [(T, f)] = 0 ∈
SHn(X,Zk) then (N1, T |N1) is a stratifold bordism for [S, f ◦ θi] (see 5.5).
Theorem 8.1. (Bockstein sequence) The following sequence is exact
· · ·→ SHn(X) ×k−→ SHn(X) i−→ SHn(X;Zk) β−→ SHn−1(X) ×k−→ · · · ,
Proof. • By proposition 5.17, we have (i ◦ (×k)) = 0.
• (ker(i) ⊆ im(×k)). Consider [T, f] ∈ ker(i) and a Zk stratifold bordism (M,F) for (T, f).
By definition, we have:
1) F :M→ X,
2) ∂M = (unionsqki=1N) ∪ T = unionsqki=1θi(N) unionsq T (the boundary of T is empty).
Thus (M,F) is a stratifold bordism for (T, f) and (unionsqki=1 −N), F|unionsq).
• We know β ◦ i = 0 since the border ∂S of an element [(S, f)] ∈ SHn(X) is empty.
• (ker(β) ⊆ im(i)). Consider [(T, f)] ∈ ker(β), where [(T, f)] ∈ SHn(X;Zk). We have [S, f ◦
θi] = 0 ∈ SHn−1(X,Z). This means there exists an oriented, compact n-stratifold T1 such
that ∂T1 = S and a function f1 : T1 → X extending f ◦ θi. We can glue k copies of this
stratifold and we get a stratifold without border M1 and a function F1 :M1 → X.
For (M1×I, F2 ◦pr) and N = T1, we conclude (T, f) ∼ (M1, F1). This shows ker(∂) ⊆ im(i).
• ((×k) ◦ β = 0) We take [(T, f)] ∈ SHn(X;Zk) and k × B([T, f]). Then, (T, f) is a stratifold
bordism for k× B([T, f]).
• (ker(×k) ⊆ im(β)) We take k[T, f] = 0 where [T, f] ∈ SHn−1(X). The bordism for k[T, f] is
a singular Zk-stratifold whose Bockstein is [T, f].
9 Zk-Fundamental classes
The aim of the present section is to find a natural transformation between the homology the-
ory defined in the previous section and the singular homology with Zk-coefficients. Moreover,
the naturality of this transformation together with the compatibility with the Mayer-Vietoris
sequences, implies that we have an isomorphism between these two homology theories in the
category of CW-complexes.
Now we summarize some results from singular homology for p-stratifolds. These results are
found in Tene’s Thesis ([23]), where the homology used is with integer coefficients. However, all
these results hold with Zk-coefficients:
• If S is a closed p-stratifold of dimension n, then Hl(S;Zk) = 0 for l > n.
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• If S is an n-dimensional p-stratifold without boundary, then
Hn(M
n, ∂M;Zk)
∼=−→ Hn(S;Zk),
where (Mn, ∂M) is the manifold given by the top Stratum in (S, ∂S). ([23], page 15). Thus
there exists a fundamental class [S] ∈ Hn(S;Zk) in singular homology with Zk-coefficients.
It is important to remark that this isomorphism is given in two steps Hn(M
k, ∂M;Zk)
∼=→
Hk(S, S
n−2;Zk) and Hn(S;Zk)
∼=→ Hn(S, Sn−2;Zk), where Sn−2 is the skeleta until dimension
n− 2.
• If T is an (n+1)-dimensional p-stratifold with boundary ∂T , then Hn+1(Mn+1, ∂M;Zk)
∼=−→
Hn+1(T, ∂T ;Zk). Therefore, there exists a relative fundamental class [T, ∂T ]. This class is a
element in Hn+1(T, ∂T ;Zk) in singular homology with Zk-coefficients.
• Moreover, in the long exact sequence of the pair (T, ∂T)
· · · −→ Hn+1(∂T ;Zk) −→ Hn+1(T ;Zk) −→ Hn+1(T, ∂T ;Zk) ∂−→ Hn(T ;Zk) −→ · · ·
we have ∂ [T, ∂T ] = [∂T ].
Recall that a closed (n + 1)-dimensional Zk-stratifold T is a p-stratifold T with boundary
∂T , that decomposes into k copies of a stratifold S. When we identify these k copies we obtain
a space denoted by
∼
T .
The exact sequence of the pair (T, ∂T) is related with the exact sequence (
∼
T,
∼
∂T) in singular
homology with Zk-coefficients, as follows.
Hn+1(∂T) //
q∗
Hn+1(T)
q∗

// Hn+1(T, ∂T)
q∗
∂ // Hn(∂T)
q∗
// · · ·
Hn+1(
∼
∂T) // Hn+1(
∼
T) // Hn+1(
∼
T,
∼
∂T)
∂ // Hn(
∼
∂T) // · · ·
(2)
where q∗ is the quotient map for the pair (T, ∂T) to (
∼
T,
∼
∂T). By dimension reasons, Hn+1(
∼
∂T) = 0.
In this diagram, we have by excision,
Hn+1(T, ∂T) ∼=
∼
Hn+1(T/∂T) ∼=
∼
Hn+1(
∼
T/
∼
∂T) ∼= Hn+1(
∼
T,
∼
∂T). (3)
Moreover, ∂T ∼= unionsqki=1S and
∼
∂T ∼= S. We chase the fundamental class [T, ∂T ] in the diagram (2),
and note that since we are working with Zk-coefficients, ∂q∗[T, ∂T ] = 0. By exactness of the
lower row we have a unique element in Hn+1(
∼
T ;Zk) that we call The fundamental class [
∼
T ].
[T, ∂T ]
_

 ∂ // k[S]
_

 // · · ·
0  // [
∼
T ]
 // q∗[T, ∂T ] 
∂ // 0  // · · ·
(4)
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This class is generated by the fundamental class [T, ∂T ] in the quotient space
∼
T .
Theorem 9.1. If
∼
T is a closed (n+1)-dimensional Zk-stratifold, then there exists a fundamental
class [
∼
T ] in singular homology with Zk-coefficients. More precisely
[
∼
T ] ∈ Hn+1(
∼
T,Zk).
Now, we consider the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence. The relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence
for pairs (X, Y) = (A ∪ B,C ∪D) with C ⊂ A and D ⊂ B, is the exact sequence:
· · ·→ Hk(A ∩ B,C ∩D)→ Hk(A,C)⊕Hk(B,D)→ Hk(X, Y)→ · · ·
Consider S = S+ ∪S1 S− a stratifold built when we glue together the stratifolds with boundary
S+, S− by their common boundary S1. Thus set A = S+, B = S− and C = D = S1 and we get
0 // Hn+1(S+, S1;Zk)⊕Hn+1(S−, S1;Zk) // Hn+1(S, S1;Zk) // 0 , (5)
where Hn+1(S1, S1;Zk) = 0 = Hn(S1, S1;Zk) and
Hn+1(S, S1;Zk) ∼= Hn+1(S+, S1;Zk)⊕Hn+1(S−, S1;Zk) . (6)
If we use the exact sequence of the pair (S, S1)
0 = Hn+1(S1;Zk)→ Hn+1(S;Zk) i∗→Hn+1(S, S1;Zk)
and the previous equation, then we see i∗[S] = [S+, S1] + [S−, S1] (i.e. the absolute class is the
sum of the relative classes).
Now we show the existence of the fundamental class in the relative homology of the pair
(M,T). Here, (M,N) is a (n + 2)-dimensional Zk-stratifold with boundary, and T is the Zk-
boundary (see Definition 5.5). We denote by
∼
M the quotient space resulting after we make the
identification and we take similar notation for other spaces.
By definition, the boundary ∂M and the quotient
∼
∂M are decomposed as follows
∂M = (unionsqki=1Ni) ∪ (T) ,
∼
∂M = (N) ∪ ( ∼T).
The exact sequence of the triples (M,∂M, T) and (
∼
M,
∼
∂M,
∼
T) give the following diagram,
Hn+2(∂M, T) //
q∗
Hn+2(M,T)
q∗

// Hn+2(M,∂M)
q∗
∂ // Hn+1(∂M, T)
q∗
// · · ·
Hn+2(
∼
∂M,
∼
T) // Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
T) // Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
∂M)
∂ // Hn+1(
∼
∂M,
∼
T) // · · ·
(7)
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By excision, we have
Hn+2(M,∂M) ∼=
∼
Hn+2(M/∂M) ∼=
∼
Hn+2(
∼
M/
∼
∂M) ∼= Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
∂M),
moreover, there are isomorphisms
H∗(∂M, T) ∼= H∗(kN, ∂kN)
H∗(
∼
∂M,
∼
T) ∼= Hn+2(N,∂N) .
We have Hn+2(N,∂N) = 0 by the dimension of N.
With this information the previous diagram change to
0 //

Hn+2(M,T)
q∗

// Hn+2(M,∂M)
q∗
∂ // Hn+1(kN, ∂kN)
q∗

// · · ·
0 // Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
T) // Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
∂M)
∂ // Hn+1(N,∂N) // · · ·
(8)
Now, we want to chase in the previous diagram the fundamental class [M,∂M]. For this, we
will show that ∂[M,∂M] = [kN, k∂N].
The idea is to use the exact sequence of the pair (M,∂M) and after that apply (6) to get
Hn+2(M,∂M)
∂ //
∼=
Hn+1(∂M)

// Hn+1(T, ∂T)⊕Hn+1(kN, k∂N)

Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
∂M)
∂ // Hn+1(
∼
∂M) // Hn+1(
∼
T,
∼
∂T)⊕Hn+1(N,∂N)
(9)
The last term at the right in the first line in the previous diagram corresponds to ∂[M,∂M],
where ∂ is the boundary operator in (8).
So in the last diagram, we chase the fundamental class [M,∂M] and get
[M,∂M]  //
_

[∂M]
_

 // [T, ∂T ] + [kD, k∂D]
_

q∗[M,∂M]  // q∗[∂M]  // q∗[T, ∂T ] + 0
(10)
In this diagram the fundamental class [kN, k∂N] goes to zero because we are working with
homology with Zk-coefficients.
In the diagram, we have the following facts:
• Since q∗ is an isomorphism, the class q∗[M,∂M] 6= 0. By projecting on the second sum-
mand on the right of the previous diagram we get ∂(q∗[M,∂M]) = 0 in (7).
• For 8, the class q∗[M,∂M] comes from a unique class in Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
T). We write this class
by [
∼
M,
∼
T ], and we call it the relative fundamental class.
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Finally, we show that ∂[
∼
M,
∼
T ] = [
∼
∂T ], where [
∼
∂T ] comes from (4).
For this, we use the same diagram that in (9) for (
∼
M,
∼
∂M) and (
∼
M,
∼
T) to find
Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
T)
∂ //

Hn+1(
∼
T)

// Hn+1(
∼
T,
∼
∂T)
i∗

Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
∂M)
∂ // Hn+1(
∼
∂M) // Hn+1(
∼
T,
∼
∂T)⊕Hn+1(N,∂N)
If in this diagram we consider [
∼
M,
∼
T ], then the diagram changes to
[
∼
M,
∼
T ]
 ∂ //
_

∂([
∼
M,
∼
T ])
 //
_

i∗(∂[
∼
M,
∼
T ])_
id∗

q∗[M,∂M] 
∂ // q∗[∂M]  // q∗[T, ∂T ]
Thus, the class ∂[
∼
M,
∼
T ] ∈ Hn+1(
∼
T) and i∗(∂[
∼
M,
∼
T ]) = q∗[T, ∂T ]. But, by the diagram (4) there
exists a unique class with this property, hence ∂[
∼
M,
∼
T ] = [
∼
T ].
Consequently, we can state the following.
Theorem 9.2. if
∼
M is an (n + 2)-dimensional Zk-stratifold with Zk-boundary
∼
T , then there
exists a relative fundamental class [
∼
M,
∼
T ] ∈ Hn+2(
∼
M,
∼
T ;Zk) and
∂([
∼
M,
∼
T ] = [
∼
T ] .
Now we want to prove that Zk-stratifold homology and singular homology with Zk-coefficients
are isomorphic homology theories for CW-complexes.
With the previous fundamental classes, we can define the natural transformation η : SHn(X;Zk)→
Hn(X;Zk) by η[(T, f]] = f∗([
∼
T ]).
The properties of the natural transformation η are the following:
• η is well defined, since for (T0, f0), (T1, f1) which are Zk-bordant, and (T, F) a Zk-bordism
for this couple of singular n-dimensional Zk-stratifolds in X. The Proposition 9.2 gives
i∗([
∼
T0 −
∼
T1]) = 0, where i∗ : Hn(
∼
T1 unionsq
∼
−T2;Zk)→ Hn( ∼T ;Zk). And as a consequence,
(F∗i∗)([
∼
T0 −
∼
T1]) = F∗i∗([
∼
T0]) − F∗i∗([
∼
T1]) = (F0)∗([
∼
T0]) − (F1)∗([
∼
T1]) = 0
Therefore, (F0)∗([
∼
T0]) = (F1)∗([
∼
T1]) and η is well defined.
• η is a natural as a consequence of the usual properties for fundamental classes and the
previous theorem.
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The last property we need is the compatibility of the natural transformation with the re-
spective Mayer-Vietoris sequences, and as a consequence we obtain an isomorphism between
these two homology theories for the category of CW-complexes. For this, we know from basic
algebraic topology ([10], 2.3 or [6], III, 8.11) that the boundary operator from Mayer-Vietoris
factors as follows for an excisive pair,
Hn(X)→ Hn(X,A)→ Hn(A,A ∩ B)→ Hn−1(A ∩ B),
in particular for X = int(A) ∪ int(B) this follows.
The definition of the natural transformation η and its naturality properties, imply that
it is enough to prove the commutativity of η with the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, for a closed
Zk-stratifold T and for the class ([
∼
T, id]).
We compute ∂[
∼
T, id] in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for Zk-stratifold bordism and we apply
the natural transformation η. Then, we compute the boundary operator for the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence in singular homology with Zk-coefficients, for the fundamental class [
∼
T ] and we compare
this class.
Now we take
∼
T = A ∪ B a closed, n-dimensional Zk-stratifold and A,B open subsets in
∼
T .
We can find a separating function for Ac, Bc given by ρ :
∼
T → R and with 0 a regular value (i.e
ρ(Ac) = 1, ρ(Bc) = −1). Thus the boundary operator in Zk-stratifold bordism of this class is:
∂[(T, id)] = [ρ−1(0), id] .
Thus η(∂[(T, id)]) is the fundamental class of (ρ−1(0)).
Now we apply the operator η and the boundary operator to [(T, id)]. We take  > 0, a
positive number close to zero and consider A1 = ρ
−1(−∞, ] ⊂ A and B1 = ρ−1[0,∞) ⊂ B.
With these subsets, we compute the boundary operator in singular homology. For this, we use
the following commutative diagram, where the singular homology is taken with Zk-coeficientes:
Hn(
∼
T) // Hn(
∼
T,A1) // Hn(A1, A1 ∩ B1) // Hn−1(A1 ∩ B1)
Hn(
∼
T) //
OO
Hn(
∼
T, ρ−1(−∞, 0]) //
OO
Hn(ρ
−1(−∞, 0], ρ−1(0)) //
OO
Hn−1(ρ
−1(0))
OO
Thus the class [
∼
T ] goes to the fundamental class [(ρ−1(−∞, 0], ρ−1(0)] in the lower line. Propo-
sition 6.11 and the previous result imply the equality ∂[
∼
T ] = [ρ−1(0)].
As a consequence, the natural transformation η commutes with the boundary operator in
Mayer-Vietoris. Moreover, the Zk-stratifold homology theory is compactly supported (see def-
inition in [11], paf 94). Thus the map of the Corollary 9.3, 9.4 in [11], and 5.18, imply the
following result.
Theorem 9.3. The natural transformation
η : SHn(X;Zk)→ Hn(X;Zk) ,
is an isomorphism for all n and all X in the category of finite CW-spaces.
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We have Hn(X;ZK) = lim−−→Hk(Xα;Zk) and SHn(X;ZK) = lim−−→SHk(Xα;Zk) with the limits
taken over a sequence of finite CW-subcomplex of X which converge to X. So the previous result
is also true for any CW-complex.
Theorem 9.4. The natural transformation
η : SHn(X;Zk)→ Hn(X;Zk) ,
is an isomorphism for all n and for any CW-complex X.
Now we show the relation between the Bockstein sequences between Zk-stratifold homology
and singular homology with Zk-coefficients.
Proposition 9.5. The natural transformation η commutes with the Bockstein homomorphism.
Proof. The Bockstein homomorphism for stratifold homology fits into the exact sequence
· · ·→ SHn(X) ×k−→ SHn(X) i−→ SHn(X;Zk) β−→ SHn−1(X;Z) ×k−→ · · · ,
and the definition is as follows
β : SHn(X;Zk)→ SHn−1(X)
[T, f]→ [S, f ◦ θi] .
Similar as we do for Mayer-Vietoris, it is enough to prove the result for a closed n-dimensional
Zk-stratifold of the form [T, id].
We have the equality η(β[T, id]) = µ[S, id] = [S], which is the fundamental class of the p-
stratifold S. Also β(η[T, id]) = β[
∼
T ]. In order to compute this last Bockstein, we consider the
diagram (4) with Z-coefficients as follows
[T, ∂T ]
_

 ∂ // k[S]
_

 // · · ·
0  // [
∼
T ]
 // q∗[T, ∂T ] 
∂ // k[S]  // · · ·
Consequently, we are done since we have the equality β[
∼
T ] = [S].
10 The other Bockstein homomorphism
In this part, we want to relate the Bockstein homomorphisms
β : SHn+1(X;Zk) −→ SHn(X)
∼
β : SHn+1(X;Zk2) −→ SHn(X;Zk).
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In singular homology, these Bockstein homomorphisms are related by the commutative diagram
([10], pag 303)
· · · Hn+1(X) Hn+1(X;Zk) Hn(X) · · ·
· · · Hn+1(X;Zk2) Hn+1(X;Zk) Hn(X;Zk) · · · .
·k β
= mod k
·k
·k
∼
β ·k
(11)
We want to have a similar diagram for Zk-stratifold homology. For this, we need understand
the different homomorphisms appearing in this diagram.
• SH∗(X;Zk) ·k−→ SH∗(K;Zk2). If we have (T, f) a singular n-dimensional Zk-stratifold in X,
then we can consider k×T like a p-stratifold with boundary and ∂(k×T) = k×⊔ki=1(∂T)i.
So, k× T has a structure of Zk2-stratifold:
• SH∗(X;Zk2) ik−→ SH∗(K;Zk). If we have (T, f) a singular n-dimensional Zk2-stratifold in X,
then we can consider T like a Zk-stratifold using the numbering of the different components
in ∂T .
• Using the previous diagram we define
∼
β : SHn+1(X;Zk)→ SHn(X;Zk)
∼
β = i ◦ β.
where i, β was defined in the Bockstein section for Zk-stratifold homology.
Theorem 10.1. The sequence
· · · SHn+1(X;Zk2) SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn(X;Zk) · · · ,×k ik
∼
β ×k
is exact.
Proof. First, we show the exactness of
SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn+1(X;Zk2) SHn+1(X;Zk).
×k ik
We have ik(×k)[(T, f)] is equal to k[(T, f)] ∈ SHn+1(X;Zk), and it is zero by 5.17. So im(×k) ⊆
ker(ik).
Let’s suppose ik[(T, f)] = 0 ∈ SHn+1(X;Zk) and be (M,F) a Zk-stratifold bordism for ik[(T, f)].
The stratifold N in 5.5 can be consider like a Zk-stratifold. Moreover k[(N, F|N)] = [(T, f)]. So,
ker(ik) ⊆ im(×K).
Now, we show the exactness in
SHn+1(X;Zk2) SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn(X;Zk).
ik
∼
β
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If we have [(T, f)] ∈ SHn+1(X;Zk2), then
∼
β (ik)[(T, f)] is k-copies es the same object. Again by
5.17, we have
∼
β (ik)[(T, f)] = 0 ∈ SHn(X;Zk) and get im(ik) ⊆ ker(
∼
β).
For the other inclusion, we suppose
∼
β [(T, f)] = 0, where [(T, f)] ∈ SHn+1(X;Zk). Now, the
singular Zk-stratifold
∼
β [(T, f)] is a stratifold without boundary, so
∼
β [(T, f)] = 0 ∈ SHn(X;Zk)
means β[(T, f)] is related in Zk-stratifold bordism with k-copies of the same object. So, if we
glue (∂T)i with this object, we can change T by a Zk2-stratifold. So, we have ker(
∼
β) ⊆ im(i∗).
Finally, we show the exactness in
SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn(X;Zk) SHn(X;Zk2).
∼
β ×k
If we have [(T, f)] an element in SHn+1(X;Zk), then k(
∼
[(T, f)]) is k-copies of a stratifold without
boundary. Indeed, k(
∼
[(T, f)]) is the boundary of (T, f), so it is zero in SHn(X;Zk2). This shows
im(
∼
β) ⊆ ker(×k).
For the other inclusion, we assume [(T, f)] ∈ SHn(X;Zk) and k(T, f) = 0 in SHn(X;Zk2). The
singular Zk2-stratifold k(T, f) and k2 copies of the same stratifold N form the boundary of a
startifold with boundary M (5.5). So, M is a (n+ 1)-dimensional Zk-stratifold and
∼
β [(M,F)] =
[(unionsqki=1ψi(N)) ∪ T, F|(unionsqki=1ψi(N))∪T ]. Now, the stratifold (unionsq
k
i=1ψi(N) ∪ T) × [0, 1] is a Zk-stratifold
bordism between [(unionsqki=1ψi(N)) ∪ T, F|(unionsqki=1ψi(N))∪T ] and [(T, f)]. So, ker(×k) ⊂
∼
β.
Remark 10.2. In general, the sequence
· · · SHn+1(X;Zkl) SHn+1(X;Zl) SHn(X;Zl) · · · ,×k ik
∼
β ×k
is exact. Here, the homomorphisms are the generalizations of the previous one.
With this, we can state the same result as in 11 in Zk-stratifold homology:
Theorem 10.3. The Bockstein sequences β,
∼
β in Zk-stratifold homology are related by the com-
mutative diagram
· · · SHn+1(X) SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn(X) · · ·
· · · SHn+1(X;Zk2) SHn+1(X;Zk) SHn(X;Zk) · · · .
×k β
= mod k
×k
×k
∼
β ×k
Remark 10.4. The commutative diagram in 11 and the diagram of the previous theorem are
naturally isomorphic.
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11 A geometric interpretation of the filtration of the AHSS for
Zk-bordism
In this part, we give a geometric interpretation of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch Spectral Sequence
(AHSS) for Zk-bordism. We use the results from [22], where the author shows how to compute
the AHSS spectral sequence using the Postnikov Tower of a generalized homology theory. We
start recalling some the results of [22] and then we use them for Zk-bordism and our Zk-stratifold
homology theory.
11.1 The Atiyah-Hirzebruch Spectral Sequence
For a generalized homology theory h the Postnikov Tower is a sequence of homology theories
h(r) and natural transformations
h→ · · ·→ h(3) → h(2) → h(1) → h(0).
These natural transformations have the property that hn({∗})→ h(r)n ({∗}) is an isomorphism for
n ≤ r, and h(r)n ({∗}) = 0 for n > r. One important feature is that these homology theories h(r)
determine completely h (see [20], Chapter II, 4.13).
Every generalized homology theory h has associated an AHSS (Erp,q, d
p,q
r ). In ([22], pag 178),
the author defines a spectral sequence (Êrp,q, d̂
r
p,r) whose r-page is
Êrp,q = Im
(
h
(q+r−2)
p+q (X
p)→ h(q)p+q(Xp+r−1)) .
The relation between this spectral sequences is stated in the following theorem
Theorem 11.1. ([22], Theorem 4.1) The pair (Êrp,q, d̂
r
p, q) is a spectral sequence and there is
a natural isomorphism of spectral sequences Êrp,q → Erp,q where on the right side we have the
standard AHSS obtained by the exact couple.
Moreover, in 6.2 the author states (r ≥ 2)
Êrp,0 = Im
(
h
(r−2)
p (X)→ h(0)p (X)) .
11.2 The filtration of the AHSS for Zk-bordism
We apply the results from the previous section to Zk-bordism.
The Zk-bordism theory Ω∗( ;Zk) is a generalized homology theory, ([4], Chapter III). In
that book, the authors define bordism theory for resolutions with abelian groups. The standard
resolution for Zk and the theory of this section coincides with that given by the definition of
Zk-manifolds.
We can describe the AHSS for Zk-bordism using the Postnikov Tower, but in general the
description of the theories hr is not easy. But we have a natural candidate for these theories.
Namely, we can impose conditions on the singular part of our Zk-stratifolds!!!.
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More precisely, we define
SH
(r)
n (X;Zk) = [f : T → X]/ ∼ ,
where (T, S) is a n-dimensional Zk-stratifold and the singular part of the p-stratifold T is of
dimension at most (n − r − 2). We put a similar restriction to the Zk-stratifold bordisms: if
(M,F) is a Zk-stratifold bordism for (T, f), then M is a (n + 1)-dimensional p-stratifold with
singular part of dimension at most (n− r− 1).
Of course SH(0)( ;Zk) = SH( ;Zk).
We will see now the big difference between k = 2 and k odd, which of course is related to
the fact that Ω∗ has no odd torsion and just 2-torsion.
Theorem 11.2. For k an odd number, the homology theories SH(r)(·;Zk) give the Postnikov
Tower of the generalized homology theory Ω∗(·;Zk).
Proof. We have natural transformations
Ω∗(·;Zk)→ · · ·→ SH(3)(·;Zk)→ SH(2)(·;Zk)→ SH(1)(·;Zk)→ SH(0)(·;Zk).
Now, we prove the other conditions to identify the Postnikov Tower.
• Ωn({∗},Zk)→ SH(r)n ({∗},Zk) is an isomorphism for n ≤ r.
In this case (n − r − 2) ≤ −2 and (n − r − 1) ≤ −1. Thus the Zk-stratifolds and the
Zk-stratifolds bordism are Zk-manifolds and Zk-manifolds with boundary. Therefore the
maps are isomorphisms.
• SH(r)n ({∗}) = 0 for n > r + 1. We have n − r − 1 ≥ 1 and in this case the Zk-stratifold
bordism found in (5.18) has the requiered properties.
Finally, we show SH
(r)
n ({∗}) = 0 for n = r + 1. In this case we have n − 2 − r = −1 and the
Zk-stratifold is a Zk-manifold. But n− r−1 = 0, hence we allow a Zk-stratifold bordism to have
singular points of dimension at most 0 (but not of dimension 1). Let M be a Zk-manifold, its
boundary is k-copies of the same oriented manifold N (see 2). Therefore k[N] = 0 in Ω∗, but
since Ω∗ has no odd torsion, then [N] = 0 and N is the boundary of a compact oriented manifold
N1. So, we glue k-copies of N1 to M in order to obtain a compact oriented manifold without
boundary. Take the cone over this manifold with the respective identifications, is a Zk-stratifold
null bordism for M with a singularity of dimension zero and this shows that SH
(n+1)
n ({∗}) = 0.
For k = 2 this argument does not work and even though N is the boundary of an stratifold (the
cone on N) if we glue k copies of c(N) and take the cone we create singularities of dimension 1
or more.
As a consequence, we can state the following.
Theorem 11.3. For k an odd number, the filtration of the AHSS of Zk-bordism
E∞p,0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ E4p,0 ⊆ E3p,0 ⊆ E2p,0 ∼= Hp(X;Zk),
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coincides with
Er+2p,0 = Im
(
SH
(r)
p (X;Zk)→ SH(0)p (X;Zk) ∼= Hp(X;Zk)) , (r ≥ 0)
i.e the set of classes classes generated by Zk-stratifolds with singular part of dimension at most
p− r− 2.
12 The coefficients of Z2-bordism
In this section we will study the coefficients of Z2-bordism. We will show that Z2-bordism is
isomorphic to the Z2-vector space W defined by Wall in [27]. Rohlin in [19] proved that there is
an exact sequence
Ω∗({∗}) ×2−→ Ω∗({∗}) r−→ N∗({∗}).
Recall the Wall defines W ⊆ N as the subalgebra of unoriented cobordism classes that
have a representative M that is a closed n-dimensional manifold such that the first Stiefel-
Whitney class of the tangent bundle is the reduction mod 2 of an integer class. We will follow
[27] for the description of W. Since w1 is the obstruction to orientability, the restriction map
r : Ω∗({∗})→ N∗({∗}) naturally factorizes as Ω∗({∗}) r−→W ⊆ N∗({∗}).
For such M the classifying map of the first Stiefel-Whitney class is a map w1 : M →
K(Z/2, 1) = RP∞ that lifts to a map M→ K(Z, 1) = S1.
S1

M
ω1 //
f
<<
RP∞
By a homotopy, we can assume that the lift is a smooth map M→ S1 that is transversal to
0 ∈ S1 i.e. for every x ∈ f−1({0}) we have that dxf is non-zero. We take as a model of S1 the
interval [0, 1] where 0 and 1 are identified.
Since regularity is an open condition, there is a δ such that dxf is non-zero for all x ∈
f−1([−δ, δ]).
V = f−1({0}) is n − 1-dimensional submanifold of M with trivial normal bundle (since it is
the pullback of the normal bundle of {0} in S1).
The orientation bundle of M \ V is the pullback of the orientation bundle over S1 \ {0} so it
is trivial. Therefore f−1([0, δ]) is orientable and V also.
Wall defines a map ∂ : W∗ → Ω∗−1({∗}) by sending the class of M to the class of V. (Wall
first proves that this V is well defined as an element of the unoriented bordism ring and later
that is well defined in the oriented bordism ring.)
Cut M along V to obtain a manifold with boundary M ′, since M \ V is orientable, then M ′
is orientable. Since the normal bundle of V in M is trival then the boundary of M ′ consists of
two disjoint copies of V and a orientation of M ′ induces an orientation of V i.e 2V = 0 in the
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oriented bordism group. This shows that the composition of
W∗
∂−→ Ω∗−1 ×2−→ Ω∗−1
is the zero map. In fact, Lemma 1 of [27] shows that this sequence is exact. The idea is clear. If
2V = 0 in the oriented bordism group then we can take M to be the bordism, glue the two copies
of V and obtain a (not necessarily) closed oriented manifold, now define a function such that
V is the preimage of a function to S1 and w1 can be seen to be the pullback of the orientation
class of S1. Theorem 3 of [27], Wall extends this to a long exact sequence
· · ·→ Ωn({∗}) ×2−→ Ωn({∗}) r−→W ∂−→ Ωn−1({∗}) ×2−→ · · · .
By comparing this sequence to the Bockstein sequence of Z2-bordism,
· · ·→ Ωn({∗}) ×2−→ Ωn({∗}) i−→ Ωn({∗};Z2) β−→ Ωn−1({∗}) ×2−→ · · · ,
it is expected that Ωn({∗};Z2) ∼= W. We only need to construct a map in one direction that
commutes with the other maps in the long exact sequences. There is an obvious candidate for
a map Ω(∗;Z2)→W:
Given M ∈ Ω({∗};Z2) we glue the two copies of the boundary and obtain a closed manifold
(possibly non-oriented). To have this construction as a well defined map, we need to prove
several facts, for example that the first Stiefel- Whitney class is the reduction of an integral
class and that this construction is well defined up to Z2-bordism. It is this last part that is not
so clear, why a Z2-bordism will induce an unoriented bordism after glueing. It will be better to
construct the homomorphism W→ Ω(∗;Z2) that commutes with the other maps.
W is a Z2-vector space as it is defined as a subalgebra of the unoriented cobordism ring.
Ω(∗;Z2) is a Z2-vector space as we saw in proposition 5.17.
The construction of the map η : W → Ω(∗;Z2) is as follows: take an element of M ∈ W
cut along V, to obtain an orientable manifold M ′, and since in Ω(∗;Z2) we have 2M ′ = 0
(M ′ = −M ′) we will have a well defined element of Z2-bordism of a point, if we prove that this
is well-defined up to the unoriented cobordism relation.
Wall showed that assigning V to M gives a well defined map W∗ → Ω∗−1({∗}), in particular
if M = ∂W with W not necesarily oriented then −V is the boundary of an oriented manifold
N (Changing the orientation simplifies the notation). Since the boundary of M ′ is 2V, we can
glue two copies of N to M ′. This is an orientable manifold and consider its product with the
interval. This orientable manifold has boundary with two components. Taking the embedding
into one part of the two copies of −N, we have a Z2-bordism between M ′ ∪ 2N and M ′.
Identifying the two copies of −N we obtain a (possibly non-oriented) manifold with two
components in the boundary: M in the part of the boundary where we did the identifications
and M ′ ∪ 2N in the other part of the boundary. Therefore in N∗({∗}) we have M =M ′ ∪ 2N.
Fix an orientation for M ′ ∪ 2N then the fact that in N we have M =M ′ ∪ 2N and M = ∂W
shows that M ′ ∪ 2N is in the kernel of r and therefore is in the image of ×2, i.e. M ′ ∪ 2N = 2x
in Ω∗({∗}) with x oriented.
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In Ω∗({∗};Z2) we have that M ′ = M ′ ∪ 2N and in Ω∗({∗}) we have that M ′ ∪ 2N = 2x.
Glueing a Z2-bordism and an oriented bordism gives a Z2-bordism and therefore in Ω∗({∗};Z2)
we have
M ′ =M ′ ∪ 2N = 2x,
but we know that Ω∗({∗};Z2)-bordism is a Z2-vector space and therefore M ′ = 0 in Ω({∗};Z2).
This construction is compatible with disjoint union and therefore gives a homomorphism
W→ Ω(∗;Z2). To prove that this is an isomorphism we will use five lemma with the Bockstein
sequence for Z2-bordism and Wall’s sequence.
· · · // Ωn({∗})
=

×2 // Ωn({∗})
=

r //W
η

∂ // Ωn−1({∗})
=

//
· · · // Ωn({∗}) ×2 // Ωn({∗}) i // Ωn({∗};Z2) β // Ωn−1({∗}) //
(12)
We only need to prove the commutativity of two squares, the first one with the restriction
maps. For the Bockstein exact sequence of Z2-bordism the restriction map takes a closed oriented
manifold and sees it as a Z2-manifold with empty boundary. In the exact sequence of Wall,
the restriction map takes a closed oriented manifold and sees it as unoriented manifold. The
commutativity of the diagram follows because if we have a closed oriented manifold then we can
assume that the map to K(Z2, 1) classifying ω1 is constant and therefore the lifting to S1 can
be taken to be constant too. By perturbing this map to make it smooth and transversal to 0 we
obtain V = ∅ as the preimage, therefore cutting along V = ∅ does nothing and just sees a closed
oriented manifold as a Z2-manifold with empty boundary.
The commutative of the other diagram involves the map that to M ∈W assigns V and to a
M ∈ Ω({∗};Z2) assigns one component of the boundary. But given our construction of cutting
along V it is clear that this diagram commutes.
By the five lemma, η :W→ Ω(∗;Z2) is an isomorphism and its inverse map can be checked
to be precisely what we expected.
13 Geometric representatives of non-representable classes
In this final section, we will look at the homology of H∗(BZp × BZp), and try to understand
geometrically how non-representable classes look. We follow the calculations of the homology
done in [8], where a smooth version of the Baas-Sullivan theory of manifold with singularities
is developed and applied to the problem of Positive Scalar Curvature. In a way, stratifolds and
Zk-stratifolds are a smooth version of Baas-Sullivan theory of manifolds with singularities of a
specific type. The Baas-Sullivan theory and the smooth variant are very powerful theories, what
we gain with stratifolds is simplicity. We adapt the proof of theorem 5.2.5 of [8] to Zk-stratifolds,
and then, use the results of Conner and Floyd about the Ω∗-module structure of Ω˜∗(BZp), to
construct geometrically representatives of the classes of H∗(BZp × BZp).
Recall that BZp = S∞/Zp, with Zp acting on S∞ ⊆ C∞ by component-wise multiplication.
Here we think of Zp as the p-th roots of unity.
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Thom showed that there is a class z ∈ H7(L7×L7) that cannot be represented by a continuous
function from a closed, oriented, manifold. Here L7 = S7/Z3 is a lens space of dimension seven.
which is the 7-th skeleton of BZ3.
This means that there is a class that is not in the image of the natural transformation:
µ∗ : Ω∗(BZ3 × BZ3)→ H∗(BZ3 × BZ3).
To understand this, lets recall the homology of BZp and of BZp × BZp (p odd prime).
The homology of BZp with integer coefficients is:
Hn(BZp) =

Z for n = 0
Zp for n odd
0 otherwise
.
Consider the standard action of Zp on S2m−1 ⊆ Cm given by component-wise multiplication.
This action is free and therefore defines a Zp-principal bundle
S2m−1

L2m−1
The classifying map of this Zp-principal bundle defines an element of H2m−1(BZp) which is a
generator. Therefore all classes are representable.
The homology and cohomology of BZp with Zp-coefficients can be described in the following
way.
The homology and cohomology of BZp is Zp with Zp in each degree. The cohomology ring is
H∗(BZp;Zp) ∼= Zp[x]⊗
∧
[y] where x is a class of degree 2 and y is a class of degree 1. This can
be seen as follows: We have an exact sequence of groups 1→ Zp → S1 → S1 → 1 and the action
of Zp on S2m−1 extends to an action of S1, therefore we have a residual action of S1/Zp ∼= S1 on
S∞/Zp and this gives an S1-bundle
S1 // S∞/Zp = BZp

S∞/S1 = BS1
The class x in the cohomology H1(BZp;Zp) comes from the cohomology H∗(BS1;Zp) ∼= Zp[x].
The class y comes from the cohomology H∗(S1;Zp) ∼=
∧
[y]. In cohomology, there is a Bockstein
long exact sequence (the dual of the one defined before):
· · · Hn+1(X;Zp2) Hn+1(X;Zp) Hn(X;Zp) Hn(X;Zp) · · · ,×p ip ∼
β
×p ip
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and in the cohomology H∗(BZp;Zp) ∼= Zp[x] ⊗
∧
[y] we have
∼
β (y) = x. The cohomological
Bockstein is also known as the first Steenrod square Sq1 and satisfies
1.
∼
β
2
= 0
2.
∼
β (ab) =
∼
β (a)b+ (−1)dim(a)a
∼
β (b)
i.e
∼
β is a derivation of the cup product in cohomology. By these properties, we have,
∼
β (xi) = 0
and
∼
β (yxi) = xi+1. Since we are working with field coefficients, cohomology is the dual of
homology and we can obtain generators αi of the homology H∗(BZp;Zp) by taking the duals of
xi and yxi. Identifying homology with Zp-coefficients with Zp-stratifold homology, we can see
that for odd i, we can take the αi be represented by the lens space L
i with the classifying map
to BZp described as above. For even i, there should be a Zp-stratifold representing αi. We have
∼
β (αi) = αi−1 for even i and
∼
β (αi) = 0 for odd i. Since multiplication by p on H∗(BZp) is
the zero map (for ∗ > 0) we have that reduction mod p is injective. Since the two Bockstein
homomorphisms are related by reduction mod p:
Hn+1(BZp;Zp) Hn(BZp)
Hn+1(BZp) Hn(BZp;Zp),
β
= mod p
∼
β
(13)
we have that for even i, β(αi) = L
i−1 with the classifying map to BZp described as above.
Therefore, we are looking for a Zp-stratifold with Zp-boundary the lens space Li−1 with the
classifying map to BZp described as above.
We know that multiplication by p is zero on H∗(BZp) (∗ > 0), therefore for i even, the class
of the lens space Li−1 with the classifying map to BZp described as above, is the boundary of a
singular p-stratifold with boundary (T i, F). This means that we have a map F : T i → BZp and
∂T i = pLi−1.
Now, (T i, F) is a singular p-stratifold with boundary p copies of the same manifold Li−1 with
a compatible map to BZp. This is precisely a singular Zp-stratifold in BZp whose Bockstein is
Li−1 → BZp. Therefore we have a geometric description of the classes αi for i even.
To calculate the homology of BZp × BZp, recall the Kunneth exact sequence
0 [H∗(BZp)⊗H∗(BZp)]∗ H∗(BZp × BZp)
⊕
i Tor(Hi(BZp), H∗−i−1(BZp)) 0.
This sequence splits non-naturally.
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The injective map H∗(BZp)⊗H∗(BZp)→ H∗(BZp ×BZp) is given by the cross product and
the homological Bockstein is a derivation of this product.
For ∗ even, since the homology of BZp is concentrated on odd degrees, the Tor part is zero,
and we have that H∗(BZp)⊗H∗(BZp) ∼= H∗(BZp × BZp). Since all the classes on the homology
of BZp are representable, we have that all classes on the even homology of BZp × BZp are
representable.
For ∗ odd, we will construct classes in H∗(BZp × BZp) by constructing classes in H∗(BZp ×
BZp;Zp) that are in the kernel of the Bockstein β : H∗(BZp × BZp;Zp) → H∗−1(BZp × BZp).
Since the two Bockstein homomorphisms are related by reduction mod p:
Hn+1(BZp × BZp;Zp) Hn(BZp × BZp)
Hn+1(BZp × BZp;Zp) Hn(BZp × BZp;Zp),
β
= mod p
∼
β
(14)
and reduction mod p is injective, we just need to construct classes in the kernel of
∼
β. To see
that reduction mod p is injective, recall that every element of H∗(BZp × BZp) is of order p,
this is because the Kunneth exact sequence splits and since H∗(BZp) is Z or Zp, the Tor term is
zero or Zp and the tensor part is a sum of copies Zp. Now in the Bockstein long exact sequence,
· · ·→ Hn(BZp×BZp) ×p−→ Hn(BZp×BZp) mod p−→ Hn(BZp×BZp;Zp) β−→ Hn−1(BZp×BZp) ×p−→ · · · ,
for n ≥ 1, multiplication by p becomes zero, so Hn(BZp × BZp) mod p−→ Hn(BZp × BZp;Zp) is
injective.
Since ∗ is odd, lets calculate for i even and j odd,
∼
β (αi×αj) =
∼
β (αi)×αj+(−1)dim(αi)αi×
∼
β
(αj) = αi−1 × αj and
∼
β (αj × αi) =
∼
β (αj)× αi + (−1)dim(αj)αj×
∼
β (αi) = −αj × αi−1.
So the elements α2i×α∗−2i+α2i−1×α∗−2i+1 are in the kernel of
∼
β. With Zp-coefficients we
have the Kunneth isomorphism:
H∗(BZp;Zp)⊗H∗(BZp;Zp) ∼= H∗(BZp × BZp;Zp),
which gives a basis of H∗(BZp × BZp;Zp) given by {αi × αj | 0 ≤ i, j ≤ p}. One can prove, that
the elements
{1× α∗, α2 × α∗−2 + α1 × α∗−1, . . . , α∗−1 × α1 + α∗−2 × α2, α∗ × 1}
are linearly independent and in the kernel of
∼
β, and therefore, in the kernel of β. By the
exactness of the Bockstein sequence, these elements come from elements in the homology with
integer coefficients and since reduction mod p is injective, they form a linearly independent
set. We denote these elements of H∗(BZp × BZp) by,
{1× α∗, α2 × α∗−2 + α1 × α∗−1, . . . , α∗−1 × α1 + α∗−2 × α2, α∗ × 1}.
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By using the Kunneth exact sequence we can calculate the dimension of H∗(BZp×BZp) and
see that these lifts form a basis of H∗(BZp × BZp).
We know that for i odd, αi can be taken to be the lens space L
i with the classifying map
described as above. For i even, αi can be taken to be T
i → BZp. Luckily, we are only considering
products αi × αj where i or j is odd (so one of them is a manifold), so we can just take the
product of our representatives (the multiplication of Zp-stratifolds is subtle issue). Therefore
α2i × α∗−2i + α2i−1 × α∗−2i+1 is represented by
T 2i × L∗−2i unionsq L2i−1 × T∗−2i+1.
with the respective map to BZp × BZp. We know that ∂(T 2i × L∗−2i) = (pL2i−1) × L∗−2i =
−∂(T 2i−1 × pL∗−2i) = L∗−2i × (pL∗−2i). So we can glue them to obtain a p-stratifold
T 2i × L∗−2i ∪ L2i−1 × T∗−2i+1.
These are the geometric representatives of α2i × α∗−2i + α2i−1 × α∗−2i+1 in H∗(BZp × BZp).
This is the result of theorem 5.2.5 of [8] but in the context of Zp-stratifolds. Actually. this
construction can be done with p-stratifolds, without talking about Zp-stratifolds, we use Zp-
stratifolds to prove that they are generators reducing mod p.
These constructions depend on finding a singular Zp-stratifold with boundary in BZp that
bounds the lens space (with the usual map to BZp). We will use the results of Conner and Floyd
[5] to describe geometrically such Zp-stratifold bordisms.
Conner and Floyd studied equivariant bordism and in particular studied the problem of
equivariant bordism of free actions. The equivariant bordism group of free Zp-actions on closed,
oriented manifolds is precisely the bordism group Ω∗(BZp). For example the generator of
H2m−1(BZp) is given by the lens space L2m−1 with the classifying map described as above, from
the Conner and Floyd perspective the generator is given by the sphere S2m−1 with the standard
free action of Zp. We will denote this element α2m−1. Similarly we can think of SH∗(BZp) as
the bordism group of free Zp-actions on closed, oriented p-stratifolds and SH∗(BZp;Zp) as the
bordism group of free Zp-actions on Zp-stratifolds, such that the action on the boundary is p
copies of a free action.
Conner and Floyd showed that Ω˜∗(BZp) has projective dimension 1 as a Ω∗-module. For
that, in section 42 of [5], they defined a sequence of closed, oriented, manifolds M4k (no action)
such that
pα2i−1 + α2i−5M
4 + α2i−7M
8 + · · · = 0
in Ω˜2i−1(BZp). Lets see now, how from this, we get a free p-stratifold in Zp that bounds pα2i−1.
Given a p-stratifold with a free action, the cone on the p-stratifold is a p-stratifold with an
action, but it has global fixed point (the cone point). But in the previous equation we have
terms of the form α∗M2i−1−∗ and the product of a free action with any action is a free action!!!.
Therefore
pα2i−1 = ∂(−α2i−5c(M
4) − α2i−7c(M
8) − · · · )
and −α2i−5c(M
4) − α2i−7c(M
8) − · · · is a Zp-stratifold with a free action of Zp, such that in
the boundary we have p copies of the same action. Take the quotient of this p-stratifold by the
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Zp-action and classify the associated principal bundle, this is precisely the singular Zp-stratifold
in BZp, (T 2i, F), that we were looking for.
The construction of the manifolds M4k is done inductively and can be found in section 42
of [5]. Note that if all the classes α2i can be represented by Zp-manifolds, then all the classes
α2i × α∗−2i + α2i−1 × α∗−2i+1, are representable by closed, oriented manifolds. But these classes
generate all the homology, therefore not all of them can be represented by closed, oriented
manifolds, thus, there is some α2i no represented by a Zp-manifold. In fact α2p ∈ H2p(BZp;Zp)
is not represented by a Zp-manifold.
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